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Phonon dispersion relations along the three principal symmetry directions as wall as 

lattice heat capacities of aluminium, lead and thorium have been calculated on tha basis of modifiad 

Bhatia's mode». The calculated results are found to show reasonabi* agreements with the 

experimental observations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Bhatia (1) has developed a phemomenotogical model for cubic metals about two 

decades ago. The mathematical simpiictty and the uhyskcl rigour of his model have been responsible 

tor a continued interest of workers in lattice dynamics, even today, to compute the thermal 

properties of several cubic metals (see for example Gupta (2). Sanghet and Sharma (3) and references 

there in) on its basis. Quite recently, his scheme has abo been extended to hep metals. It «MM 

discovered by Shukla and Camargo (4) that Bhatia's expression for electron-ion interaction matrix is 

erroneaus and all the workers in his scheme have invariably repeated it. Fulfilling the aforesaid 

collection tn the electron ion interaction matrix. Shukla and Satfberg 15,61 have found that an 

another modification, the consideration of ion-ion interaction beyond the first nearest neighbour, in 

Bhatia's model was found necessary in order to reproduce the experimental phonon dispersion 

relations in copper and sodium. Lately, the present authors have also applied such scheme tor the 

study of lattice dynamics of all noble metals (Bertolo and Shukla (7.8» We could also obtain the 

similar kinds of results for noble metals and f.c.c. transition metals as that obtained by Shukla and 

Salzberg (5.6) for sodium and copper. 

A .treat success of modified Bhatia's moucl for aforesaid metals has encouraged us to 

take up the study o> aluminium, lead art thorium on its basis. The reasons to consider these metals 

together were: 

1 - All of them are not monovalent metals. While aluminium is triveJent, lead is 

tetravaient. In the absent of a definite information about valence of thorium, it was considered a 

r'.valent metal. 

2 - While for lead and aluminium the experimental measurements of phonon 

frequencies existed for a long time, for thorium such measurements have been carried out only the 

last year. 

3 - For all these metals extensive thermal and elastic data exist to facilitate their 

lattice dynamical sludies. The lattice dynamics and heat capacities of lead, aluminium and thorium 

form the subject matter of this paper. 

2. THEORY 

The secular determinant to determine phonon frequency is given by 

ID mw2l| 0 

where D is dynamical matrix, m is ionic mats; 

ui is rtfiiiulai frequency, I is unit matrix 

Each element of the dynamical matrix is split up into two parts, the ion-ion 

interaction pert o'- and the electron ion interaction part, DJ? 
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Written mathamaticaNy: 

u i | u i | w i | 

Taking the ion-ion interactions up to third neighbours, typkal diagonal 

diagonal part of the dynamical matrix •$ given by: 

Ojj - 2(2o, • * , ) |2 CjfCj <yj • 4a, (1 Cf t l • 4 (oj • ty 

1(1 C?)*4a22 |C?*cJ)J* • « ^ • a a ^ H + C j C , , 

(1 2C2)) +8/3(p3*B03» (1 • C,/2<Cj4(^(1-20^)) 

D|j - 20, Sj Sj • (4/3» Sj Sj 03 I4C,, IC, • CjMI - ^ ' j 

The electron-ion interaction haa bean taken on the basil of the work of Shuttle i 

Camargo (4) given by: 

" M o 2 * 2 " I * * 8 / * 

Sj * Sin l^a) 

Cj - co» (qf> 

a * lattica parameter 

dj * i-th component of phonon «nve vector 

r} radius of atomic »pher« 

•D • Bohr radii» 

Kc - farm) wave vector 
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ta^) are forces constants of neighbour (th) 

3 5 3 < 0 < 8 1 4 n-4/ ta 3 ) 

By Mpanding the secular deierminant in the long wave lenght limit ( 4 * 0 ) . the 

following relations were found between elastic constants and forces constants: 

ac t 1 « 4a, • 20, • 4oj • 4fij • 24o3 + 12p"3 • aK, 

ac,2 « - 4a, *fiy 4a7 24/»3 • 6a3 + aK, 

ac M = 4o, • fft + 4u2 + ?4a3 • 603 

where: K is bulk modulus of electron gas and is given by 

Ke * ,C12 ~ C44* * Bfê («1*a2*6a3l 

3. rWMERICAL COMPUTATIONS 

In order to determine the phonon frequencies evaluation of force constants war* 

necessary. The seven disposable parameters of the model were avaluated by using the equations 

relating them with the three elastic constants and four experimental phonon frequencies 

corresponding to four wave vectors at the zone boundaries After making several choices the final 

values of the frequencies selected tor different metals are given in (he Table I. 

A care was taken to employ the elastic constants at the same temperature at which 

experimental phonon frequencies were determined. The experimental phonons of aluminium wart 

determined by Stedman and Nelsson (9) at 80° K. The phonon frequencies of lead ware determined 

by Brockhouse et al (10) at 10G°K. The phonon frequencies of thorium were determined by Rets* et 

al (111 at the room temperature. The experimental values of elastic constants of aluminium, lead and 

thorium were taken respectively from the measurements of Kamn and Alers (12), Waldorf and Ale» 

(13) and that of Armstrong et d (14). The input data to calculate atomic force constants at* given in 

Table I. The output values of the force constants are given in Table II. 

A knowledge of the numerical value* of the force constants mad» it possible to 

calculate the plionon dispersion relations in aluminium, lead and thorium Computed phonon 

dispersion curves of aluminium, lead and thorium «r« presented in figures 1 to 3 together with the 

experimental points shown for comparison purpose. While ifie theoretical curve is shown by 

i IHIIIIIIHMH lines, experimental points are given by the different symbols given in the caption». 

The calculation of specific heat of these metals ha» been made by a numerical sampling 

•if the vibration spectrum. To evaluate the frequency spectrum, the entire Brillowin tone waa divided 
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into 8000 miniature calls and frequencies war* calculated for th* central point of each call 

This gave rise to 24.000 frequencies. The enme frequency spectrum we* divided into 

small intervals of width &7 = 06x 10 H2 and th* specific heat was evaluated through Stockmen's 

sampling technique. The calculated values of cv were utilised to compute (• T) curvas of aluminium, 

lead and thorium and these ar* plotted in figures 3 to 5 together with some experimental points for 

comparison purpose. The experimental c¥ ot aluminium and lead were taken respectively from th* 

works of Giauqueand Meads (15). Hoeven and Keesom (16). For thorium experimental t^ does not 

exist. In order to estimate the lattice heat capacities the coefficient of th* electronic specific hew hat 

been subtracted from th* experimental c¥ Such coefficient, y. has the value of 3.27 and 7.5. aH in 

the unit of 10"' cal de*; mol respectively for aluminium and thorium. These corresponds to th* 

experimental measurements of Howling et al (17) for aluminium and that of Daunt I IS) for lead. 

4. COtnVARISON WITH EXKRiftKliTAL RESULTS 

We shall compare each metal separately. 

A critical study of figure 1 shows that the calculated phonon dispersion relations in 

aluminium have given an excellent account of the experimental results of Stedman and Netoon (9). 

At low vectors two set of results coincide. A discrepancy of the order of 6 to 8 percent exists 

between the calculated and experimental phonons in the all symmetry directions at the higher q 

values, especially near the zone boundaries. 

The study of figure 4 shows that the calculated (0-T) curve of aluminium hat almost 

reproduced the experimental curve. The calculated curve is found to derivate at the most one percent 

from the experimental result. 

Lead: 

A dose study of figure 2 shows that th* calculated phonon dispersion curves of lead 

have given a very good description! of the experimental results. Except in the regions where the kinks 

in the experimental phonons exist and the calculated curve deviates by 20%, the over all departure 

between the calculated and experimental phonons does not exceed more than ten percent. 

The study of figure 6 show» that the calculated (0 T) curve of lead has reproduced th* 

entire course of the experimental curva. Th* calculated curve has been found to li* about 6% below 

the experimental on*. 

Thorium: 
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A study of figure 3 gives the information that the calculated phonon dispersion curvas 

of thorium along all the four principal symmetry directions have reproduced the entire course of the 

experimental results. At low wave vectors the two set of results coincida. A little discrepancy exists 

between the calculated and experimental phonons in the high frequency limits but such discrepancy 

is not found to be more than b%. 

In the absent of the experimental resuitt the calculated (#-T) curve of thorium has 

been compered with the computed results of Reese et al (11) Although this comparison has gut no 

much significance but it indicates that the two sets of results give the similar course of the (• T) curve 

of thorium. 

CONCLUSION 

The lattice dynamics and heat capacities of aluminium, lead and thorium have bean 

studied on the basis of modified Bhatia's model. A critical study of the results presented her* 

indicates that the present scheme rv > been found to give satisfactory explanation of the experimental 

phonon dispersion curves as well as the heat capacities «f all the three metals studied here. The 

maximum deviation between the calculated and experimental phonon frequencies of aluminium and 

thorium has been found of the order of 8%. For lead, which is very complicated metal with the 

existing kink in the experimental phonon, such deviation has been found of the order of 20%. The 

calculated and the experimental 0 does not differ more than 5%. The agreements bat wean the 

calculated and experimental 9 could have been improved had we used zero degree values of 

experimental constants for such calculations. Owing to the fact that 0 does not represent an 

independent check of the model such calculations were not done. Also in performing such 

calculations the extrapolation of the «ro degree Kelvin values of the elastic constants and phonon 

frequencies contain lots of uncertainties. To «chive similar kind of success experimentalists Stedmen 

«ml Nelsson (9), and Miller and Brockhoutc (10) and Reese et al (11) have to employ a* many as 12 

to 16 fret parameters. The original model of Bhatia has not been applied to the study of these metals, 

but certainly that would have not given this kind of result. It, thus, immerses out from the present 

study that the idea underlyng the modification of the Bhatia's model is quite iustified. On* can say 

(Mini lively that interatomic interactions in cubic metals aluminium, lead and thorium for tha present 

case extend out to third neighbours at least. Similar conclusions were also drawn from earlier studies 

of Bertolo and Shukla (7,0) and that of Shukla and Sal/berg (0). 

While the original model of Bhatia ( I ) was linked with the Thomas Fermi theory of 

electron screening, w* varied such screening in all the three metals in between the theories of Bohm 

and Pine» and that of Thomas and Fermi. We jam* to the conclusion that the best lesults ere 

obtained when the «lection screening in all thaw three metals are considered on the theory of Bohm 

and Pines. For lead and aluminium definiu informations exist «bout the conductions elections, for 
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thorium such informations were mining. Wt. thus, tested it bt • divalent mttal and hM» found that 

lattice dynamical studies of it supported this assumption. 
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TABLE I 

In put data to calculatt atomic fotce constant 

Metal 

Elastic Constants 

10"dyncm' ' 

C l l 

c 12 

C44 

Atomic Mass 

lO^gm 

Lattice parameter 

10'icm 

Phonon Frequencies 

<THZ) 

»L 100 

f L.7.70 

v L.5.6.5 

f L900 

*T.100 

v T.5.5.6 

v T.76.760 

Aluminium 

11.373 

6.191 

3.128 

4.48 

4.0251 

9.68 

7.98 

9.64 

4 08 

Lead 

5.437 

4.506 

1.819 

38.94 

4.924 

2.01 

2.15 

2.05 

.88 

Thorium 

7.530 

4.880 

4.780 

3.853 

5.0843 

2.259 

3.24 

1.28 

1.883 



TABLE II 

Out put values of tha atomic fore» constants unit 103 dyn cm"1 

Metal Forct Constants Aluminium Lead Thorium 

a 1 1.750 2.700 -4.350 

01 

°2 

h 

25036 

2.360 

6.091 

•488 

.777 

6 340 

30.210 

-.400 

1.263 

03 .004 .127 .107 

0 3 .048 1268 1.672 

»K» 18.422 47.216 
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Fig. 1 ftwnon ditpwtion relation* in •Jumiiiium. Cttculaied curm «ri «nown by nrfid Itna. 

Experímtnial point* ar» «bown by " and., A. 
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